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JOB DESCRIPTION: Senior Android Engineer
Job Location: Shenzhen, China
Reporting to: Advance development Leader
Business Travel Needs: Requires up to 5% of time.
Position Objective
d.light is hiring an Senior App Engineer with strong experience in App design on Phone.
We are looking for someone who has a passion for designing and building innovative new
products that will improve the lives of millions.
Major Responsibilities
Concept Designs and Feasibility Studies

1. Design and develop App on Phone with android platform;
2. Follow up full processes of outsourcing of App;
3. Co-work with platform team for App development.
Development to Production Support

1. Confirm and verify supplier and App outsourced;
2. Work closely with OP / DQA / ATE / Supplier from development to production
support stage
3. Provide PM documentation about App design / Development outsourcing;
4. Discuss and draft the verification plan with mobile supplier for Mobile
products qualification.
5. Compile in line test plan and other doc to validate supplier and delivery;
6. Assist operations team when new products are going into production
Qualifications
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1. Bachelor’s Degree or above in information technology or Computer
Engineering or software engineering;
2. At least 5 years full experiences in App development / design on Android
platform.
3. Excellent skill in App development / Design PM process and documents;
4. Has experiences in design / development of Ble App on android;
5. Familiar with App design / Development in protocol / Architecture.
6. Familiar with App Development / design on IPhone platform;
7. Has some solid experiences in PC App design and development, familiar with
Python/Matlab;
8. Must be able to work independently
9. Must be able to work in a background using English as working language.
Compensation
Very competitive compensation and benefits package.
About d.light
d.light is a global leader and pioneer in delivering affordable solar-powered
solutions designed for the two billion people in the developing world without
access to reliable energy. d.light provides distributed solar energy solutions for
households and small businesses that are transforming the way people all over
the world use and pay for energy. Through four hubs in Africa, China, South Asia
and the United States, d.light has sold over 20 million solar light and power
products in 65 countries, improving the lives of over 91 million people. d.light
is dedicated to providing the most reliable, affordable and accessible solar
lighting and power systems for the developing world and reaching 100 million
people by 2020.
To learn more, please visit www.dlight.com
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